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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
SOUTH AFRICA - 25th July 2021

R1 - SCOTTSVILLE | 18:05 | ZAR R80,000 |
DOWNLOAD THE RACE CARD ONLINE WWW.GOLDCIRCLE.CO.ZA MAIDEN JUVENILE PLATE

44 ILLICIT KISS
Racing well and although without a win has been in the money two times from three races.
Finished fifth at his most recent appearance over 1300m at Greyville. All set to open his account.

11 BRISTOLBEAUFIGHTER
Fair effort last start when second at over 1200m this track when second up from a spell. Ready
to win.

88 RARE VINTAGE
Has been closing in on a win, hitting the frame for the rst time last start when second over
1600m at this track. Heading the right way and gets his chance to get off the mark.

99 ANGEL OF WAR
Finished mid eld over 1400m at Vaal last time, 1.2 lengths from the winner. Don't
underestimate.

1010 CATCH THE TUNE
Stepped up in trip last start and failed to nish the race off when eighth over 2000m at Greyville
All Weather. Should appreciate the step back in journey this time.

R2 - SCOTTSVILLE | 18:40 | ZAR R80,000 |  WWW.TABGOLD.CO.ZA MAIDEN PLATE

1313 SEVENTH SONG
Honest galloper who wasn’t far away when second and beaten 1.2 lengths over 1000m at this
track. Sure to improve again. Top chance.

1111 CHARA SANDS
Making improvements at his last three starts, most recently nding fth at Greyville All Weather.
Doesn't look too tested by this competition.

22 GERONIMO
Fought on well last time to nish in the placings when third over 1200m at this track. Not far off
a win and ranks among the leading chances.

66 BARRINGTON
Well in the market last time and in the lead division around the bend before fading to miss the
frame over 1200m at this track. Rates a leading contender.

1212 LEOPARD LADY
Was beaten just a nose when second at her latest appearance at this track over 1100m. Nicholas
Patel engaged again. Expected to go well again.

R3 - SCOTTSVILLE | 19:15 | ZAR R80,000 |  CALL TELEBET TRACK & BALL FIXED ODDS ON 031 314 1155 MAIDEN PLATE

1414 THREE HEARTS
Was safely held on debut last start when sixth and beaten 7 lengths over 1300m at Greyville. The
race experience will be invaluable. Among the leading chances.

88 TRUMP MY QUEEN
Went forward on debut last start over 1200m at this track and gave a sight but found one better,
beaten 1.1 lengths when in the market. Same jockey Warren Kennedy engaged again. Can
measure up.

55 BLANCHETTA Nice return last start when third at Greyville over 1200m on July 18. Hard to beat.

33 STREET DANCING
Yet to ll a placing in two career runs and was well beaten last time when 8 lengths back in sixth
over 1600m at this track. Open to plenty of improvement and could feature in the finish.

22 ALITTLEBITNAUGHTY
Well in the market last but ran well below best when a 15 length tenth over 1400m at Greyville All
Weather. Rates well and is worth including in the multiples.

R4 - SCOTTSVILLE | 19:50 | ZAR R80,000 |  GOLD CIRCLE HORSES TO FOLLOW PODCAST MAIDEN PLATE

99 MASTER OFTHE NORTH Finished a close third last time out at Greyville All Weather over 2000m. Very hard to toss.

11 DEPUTY MARSHALL
Has been in the mix his last couple of runs. Ran well at this track when fourth over 2400m last
start. Freshened for 49 days and drops back 450m in distance. One of the main chances.

55 JUMEIRAH GOLD
Is building up to a win and hit the frame for the rst time when third over 1800m at Turffontein
Standside. Ready to open his account this time.

88 MYSTIC MASTER
Resumes after a three month break when nishing third over 2000m at Greyville All Weather.
Rates highly and can kick off with a strong run.

44 TALES OF US Still chasing his elusive first win after 10 career starts. Could run into a place again today.
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R5 - SCOTTSVILLE | 20:25 | ZAR R80,000 |  MOBILE BETTING VISIT WWW.TRACKANDBALL.CO.ZA MR 80 HANDICAP

88 PRINCEKRESH
Has good credentials over this distance. Just missed last start and with a little improvement can
take this out.

77 FLY THE COUP
Drops in distance from the latest outing when third over 1200m at this track, nishing 1.2
lengths off the winner. Winning hope.

66 KINGS ROAD Finished a close fourth last time out at this track over 1000m. Very hard to toss.

99 SIR POM
Three-year-old gelding who was a 0.6 lengths winner over 1000m at this track last time. In
winning form and on record at trip can feature again.

11 WINTER FLIGHT
Finished second at Kenilworth over 1000m two back, making it two minor placings this
campaign. Followed that up with a sixth at Kenilworth by 3 lengths last start. Can play a big role
in the outcome.

R6 - SCOTTSVILLE | 21:00 | ZAR R80,000 |  GOLD CIRCLE RACING YOUTUBE CHANNEL MR 102 HANDICAP

88 GAINSFORD
Has struggled recently including last time out when fth over 1200m at Greyville three weeks
ago, beaten 1.4 lengths. Terrific chance to return to form.

22 AQUA BOLT
Resumed at Kenilworth over 1000m last time out and nished fourth, beaten 3 lengths. Rates
highly and is among the leading hopes. Fitter for that run and expected to be in the nish this
time.

11 SEVENTH GEAR
Has a solid record at the track and steps up 200 in distance here. Was disappointing when fth
at this track last start and needs to show more here. Willing to give another chance.

77 BURNING WINGS
Three-year-old gelding who won last time at this distance, winning by 2.5 lengths at Greyville.
Rates well and on good form at the journey is among the chances again here.

1111 HAWKER TYPHOON
Sent for a let up after a disappointing run when tenth over 1000m at this track. Ran below best
latest but may do better here.

R7 - SCOTTSVILLE | 21:35 | ZAR R80,000 |  OPEN A TABGOLD ACCOUNT - 031 314 1874 MR 78 HANDICAP

66 WILLOW'S WISH
Distant 4th on debut but improved at second outing with an on speed win over 1600m at Vaal.
Freshened for this and looks one of the main chances.

77 TROMSO
Went down by just a nose when second at this track over 1600m last time out. Expected to
feature.

88 CAPTAIN WHO
Resumes today. Last appeared at Greyville over 1600m four months ago. Open to improvement
and expected to feature.

1010 SECRET IS OURS
Has struggled recently including last time out when seventh over 1600m at this track nearly
seven weeks ago, beaten 3 lengths. Terrific chance to return to form.

22 CLOUDS OF WITNESS
Five-year-old gelding who drops in distance from the latest effort when third over 2400m at this
track, finishing a neck off the winner. Major player.

R8 - SCOTTSVILLE | 22:10 | ZAR R80,000 |  TOP-UP YOUR ACCOUNT WITH THE TABGOLD APP MR 78 HANDICAP

11 KAPEN PRIDE
Has been thereabouts without winning, the latest nishing third over 1600m at this track. Rates
highly and can break through here.

77 TEICHMAN Finished a close second last time out at Greyville All Weather over 1600m. Will take beating.

1212 GAVEL STRIKE
Scored two starts back but was below his best last time when 7 lengths away tenth over 2400m
at this track.

44 HEY BILL
Struggling for form this campaign, beaten 3.5 lengths last start when seventh over 1900m at
Greyville All Weather. Can improve and play a big role.

88 TWICE GOLDEN
Resumes. Finished off last campaign with a sixth over 1800m at Greyville on March 14. Shouldn’t
be far away.
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R9 - SCOTTSVILLE | 22:45 | ZAR R80,000 |  HOLLYWOODBETS BRIGHT FUTURE FM 86 HANDICAP

44 PRINCESS ANASTASIA
Resumes after a three month break when nishing fourth over 1600m at this track. Rates highly
and expected to measure up.

88 SILVER MARIA
Was in the money again last time at this track and struggling to get a win on the board this time
in, placing at her last three runs. Rates strongly and can break through this time.

22 GARDENIA
Promising lly who last start nished 1.4 lengths away in third over 1200m at Greyville. Key
chance expected to feature.

66 EAGER DUCHESS
Scored two back at Greyville All Weather then just missed last time when second over 1600m at
Greyville All Weather. In the mix and not to be underestimated.

1212 FLOWER OF SAIGON
Hasn’t won in more than a year but not far away recently, the latest a 1.2 length fourth over
2000m at Greyville on May 29. Recent form sound and rates well on best efforts.


